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KGDDance
537 Broadway 
New York, NY, 10012

Schedule
April 8, 2019: 7:30pm
April 15, 2019: 7:30pm
April 29, 2019: 7:30pm

April, 8-29, 2019

$7 Contemporary Modern Classes with Company Founder and Choreographer Katya

Danko

Company: KGDDance
Venue: Eden's Expressway
Location: New York, NY

Esther Bermann

Founder and Artistic Director of KGDDance, Katya Danko will be teaching a contemporary modern class series this April! This month we are
focusing on Dance Artistry.

This class focuses on the modern/contemporary dancer as an artist, creating a world the audience can believe. After a thorough full body
warm up, Katya uses her theater background to guide dancers through a series of movement improvisations. Using specific improvisational
techniques, each dancer will be able to explore his/her own way of moving and develop his/her artistic and creative muscles. Finding a
mind/body connection to their own movement dancers are able to specify the world they are in and enhance their performance quality. For
the last section of class we apply these techniques to choreography. Allowing the dancer to play around with how they perform someone
else’s movement in order to make it personal and captivating.

With her instructional specificity and passion for dance, Katya creates an environment of non judgemental growth. This class is great for
beginner/intermediate level dancers who want to advance their movement and performative skills. Or for the more advanced dancers aiming
to fine tune their work quality. If you have any questions about these classes you can reach out to Katya through kgddanceco@gmail.com 

And for those who are interested in auditioning for our company this Spring, these classes are a fantastic way to get aquainted with our style. 

This class will be held on April 8th, 15th and 29th from 7:30-9pm at Eden’s Expressway (537 Broadway, New York, NY 10012). Classes do not
have to be taken in succession. This month we are offering an extremely discounted rate of $7 (cash at door), so scoop up these amazing
(and affordable) classes while you can!!! We look forward to you dancing with us!!

Take a look at the short film below (Choreographed by Katya Danko) to get an idea of our movement! More footage of our work can be found
at kgddance.com as well as more info on Katya Danko and the the Company.
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